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WHAT DOES THE FUTUREX TOKEN (FXTE) STAND FOR? (Vision & Purpose)
The FutureX Token (FXTE) represents The FutureX Trust PTE. LTD. based in Singapore
and its entire ecosystem, whose purpose and mission is to support key disruptive future
technologies, projects, and companies, to successfully launch and establish them on
the international marketplace, to further develop their innovative products and
services and through this create a game-changing impact for the future of humanity
and our planet.
The FutureX Holding & Investments invests 50% of all funds and profits generated
within its ecosystem in a portfolio of highly selected projects and companies with high
profit short, middle, and long term ROI, including a Crypto - ATM company, high
leverage trading pools, crypto mining, and others, as well as a highly selective portfolio
of futuristic, disruptive technologies in the areas of emission-free energy production &
transportation, quantum & nanotechnologies, holistic health & cell regeneration
systems and more.

HOW DOES THE ECOSYSTEM BEHIND THE FUTUREX TOKEN (FXTE) WORK?
As stated above the FutureX Holding & Investments is investing 50% of all Funds
generated through trading/sales profits of the FutureX Token (FXTE) on the TKex Token
Exchange as well as other partner Specialist Exchanges, as well as through ROIs from
Investments as stated above within its ecosystem into short, middle and long term high
ROI and high impact assets, projects, companies and technologies and on top of that
the FutureX Holding is re-investing/deploying 10% of all profits generated in the
FutureX Holding Ecosystem automatically as dividends to its community of investors,
the holders of the FutureX Token (FXTE), in Ethereum on a quarterly basis directly to
their wallets.
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Also, the FutureX Holding is donating/deploying 15% of all its generated funds
completely Non Profit to sustainable & impactful projects & foundations around the
world through its Foundation FutureX Foundation based in Singapore. (More Detailed
Updates will be shared on our Website, Telegram News Channel, and App very soon!)
The FutureX Token (FXTE) can be purchased on the specialist token exchange TKex.me,
an Ethereum-based, algorithmic, and specialist-driven token exchange based in
Singapore, where the FutureX Token (FXTE) is publicly listed and tradable/exchangeable with/to Ethereum since its Creation, as well as through the Coin Exchange &
Crypto ATM Company Bitcoin ATM Pros Inc. and Crypto ATM Pros PTE. LTD., as well as
very shortly on the Specialist Crypto Exchange and over 4700 ATMs of the KB Kookmin
Bank & their Partner #HASHED in South Korea. (Explained in more detail below!)
While 50% of the above-explained total generated profits within the FutureX
Ecosystem are (re-) invested as explained above, 40% specifically of all FutureX Token
(FXTE) Trading / Sales Profits are deployed into the Reserve Wallet of the specific
Specialist Exchange the Trade has been done through, so either the TKex or FuturEX or
Kookmin Banks Token Exchange or others, with the purpose to build up a stably growing
Backup Reserve and Liquidity Pool that grows in value with the Increase of Ethereum
and the profits generated through so-called “Arbitrage” is used to secure liquidity and
stability in the FutureX Token (FXTE) Market on the specific Exchange the FutureX Token
(FXTE) is listed on, and through this the security for Investors to be able to resell their
previously purchased tokens to increasing values, first worth their Initial Investment
and then for profits, while the FutureX Token increases in Value based on the Intrinsic
Value Calculation Algorithm integrated into all the Specialist Token Exchanges the
FutureX Token (FXTE) is listed and trading on, as described below.
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VALUE GENERATION / FOOD FOR THOUGHT:
How is the value of a / any valuable good defined/measured?
When looking at the way the value of any valuable traded good is measured/calculated,
you can realize that that’s done simply on an Algorithm with the factors that make it
valuable. For example, precious metals are measured by their scarcity, its density, its
hardness, melting point, conductivity, and its utility cases or other special features that
make it valuable, as well as the demand and trade ability on the exchange it is listed on
and or sold through of course.
Similar to a Real Estate property, where the value of the property is assessed on an
Algorithm of several factors such as the value of each square meter based on its
Location and the Value influence of its specific Area its located at, as well as the material
costs, its condition of course as well as its demand and the average prices of similar
properties traded in the specific area and close environment, as well as the taxes based
on this assessed value the owner has to pay to the government of the specific area on a
yearly basis, etc.
This means that every valuable good has its intrinsic value that is assessed based on an
Algorithm of clearly defined measurements/factors, as well as a market price that is
always chosen by the individual seller and buyer involved in the specific trade of the
good and that can be below (at a discount) or above (at a premium) the assessed value
of the good. The intrinsic assessed value of the good, precious metal, or real estate
property for example is although not directly influenced by the chosen market price the
property sales/purchase deal is executed at.
When for example a properties value is assessed at $1 Million USD and the Seller of the
property wants to sell it for $1.25 Million USD (Ask Price) and a buyer wants to buy it at
$750.000 USD though (Bid Price), both parties know then that the Ask Price is placed
$250.000 USD above the actual assessed value of the property and the Bid Price
$250.000 USD below its assessed value. If now the Seller would agree, for example,
because of liquidity necessity reasons or what so ever, to sell the property for $750.000
USD, means $250.000 USD underneath the actual assessed value of the property, the
assessed VALUE of the property would remain the same, although it has been
sold/traded at a PRICE underneath its assessed value.
Same as with gold as an example. If a seller wants to sell 1 KG of 24 karat gold this
person owns for $20.000 USD per kilo although the gold is in perfect condition and has
an assessed intrinsic value of around $59.000 USD per kilo based on its scarcity,
conductivity, utility cases, investment demand and underlying value assessing
algorithm, and a buyer would directly buy it at the $20.000 USD because he is aware of
the intrinsic and assessed value of the 1 KG 24 karat gold, the gold would remain the
same intrinsic and assessed value of around $59.000 USD after the buyer has
purchased the gold.
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So the intrinsic assessed value does not necessarily equal the market price a valuable
good is traded (sold/bought) at and is also not solely, strongly, or mainly influenced
through such.
Now understanding this and looking at the way Crypto currencies and especially Tokens
(that are also properties by law) are developing (increasing or decreasing) in price on any
listed DEX (Decentralized Exchange), CEX (Centralized Exchange) or Hybrid exchange in
the peer to peer crypto currency market, you can realize that the price of a coin and or
token is solely determined and strongly directly influenced by the last average bid & ask
price it has been traded at on the specific market making (bid & ask price matching)
exchange and when for example several larger amounts of bitcoin or tokens of any kind
would be sold strongly underneath the last average traded price, the price of bitcoin or
the specific token would be strongly influenced downwards, due to the fact that the
market price of bitcoin or the specific token is directly connected to and solely
representing the average price its traded at on a large scale and its demand at such price
level by the public and or industrial investors and does NOT represent the coins or tokens
intrinsic assessed value calculated by an algorithm as explained above, what makes the
price of any coin and or token trading on any conventional peer to peer DEX, CEX or
Hybrid market making Exchange predisposed to price volatility, fluctuations and
instability and very week to NO security at all for investors as well as many investors
interests to profit on such, including its targeted price manipulation and short selling.

HOW DOES THE FUTUREX TOKEN (FXTE) DERIVE / GENERATE AND GROW IN
VALUE?:
We at FutureX are dedicated and determined to generate long term, sustainable and
stable growth of value for and together with all of our Partners and the worldwide
community of investors and customers within our Ecosystem and through this the long
term ability for FutureX to create the maximum possible Impact with the Projects &
Technologies we fund and support with the purpose to touch, inspire, change and
transform the lives of as many people as possible all around the world. Through and for
this we are creating a worldwide community and economy based on clear
game-changing solutions, all necessary resources, and the right and necessary
fundamental structure that make this possible.
Now, In Comparison to almost all of the Tokens and Coins in the conventional Crypto
Space so far whose Price stated on Coinmarketcap, Coingecko or Etherscan are solely
calculated by the last average Bid & Ask Market PRICE they have been traded on an
exchange or several Exchanges as described above, The FutureX Token
derives/generates its intrinsic VALUE precisely calculated through an Algorithm of
several Factors like it is done with precious metals or real estate property as described
above, such as for example the Amounts and sizes of the Transactions in the own
Ecosystem on the Ethereum Blockchain, the size of the FutureX Community / the amount
of FutureX Token Holders on the Ethereum Blockchain, the size of the Liquidity in the
Market and the size of the backup reserve and liquidity pool on the Specialist Driven
Exchanges the FutureX Token is listed on as described above, as well as the Ethereum
Price Development and other factorsand other factors.
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The Bid & Ask PRICES chosen that the Buyers and Sellers want to trade (buy/sell) the
FutureX Token (FXTE) at, peer to peer, can still be chosen freely though on the Specialist
Exchanges, while the average PRICES the Token has been traded at doesn’t influence
directly or mainly and isn’t able to manipulate its intrinsic VALUE, like it is with precious
metals or real estate properties as explained above, that is assessed by the Specialist
Algorithm on the TKex Exchange as well as all other Specialist Whitelabel Partner
Exchanges of the TKex, such as the FuturEX and the KB Kookmin Banks Partner
Exchange with the Company #HASHED and others.

THE FUTUREX TOKEN PUBLICLY LISTED AND TRADABLE?
Yes! The FutureX Token (FXTE) is publicly listed and tradable on the TKex Token
Exchange based in Singapore since its Genesis and is deriving/generating its currently
stated Value of already over $10.00 USD, based upon the Value assessing Algorithm of
the Specialist Crypto Trading Platform TKex and its partner Specialist Exchanges /
Trading Platforms.

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN A SPECIALIST TRADING PLATFORM AND A
CLASSICAL PEER TO PEER DEX, CEX, OR HYBRID EXCHANGE:
For finding out the difference between a Specialist exchange trading platform and a
conventional DEX, CEX, or Hybrid peer-to-peer market maker Exchange in the crypto
space you have to have a look at and understand first how the largest trading
platforms in the world were/are set up and functioning and have been/are creating
and managing markets before the blockchain even was developed, which are the NYSE
(New York Stock Exchange) the Frankfurt Stock Exchange, as well as the NASDAQ.
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While the NASDAQ is a Market Maker / Broker-Dealer driven Exchange, where 1 - 14
Broker-Dealer / Market Makers are creating and driving the market of a stock through
simply matching the Stocks Bid & Ask Prices of Buyers & Sellers as quick as possible to
favorable conditions for Buyer, Seller, and Broker-Dealer,the Frankfurt Stock Exchange
and the NYSE (New York Stock Exchange) are both Specialist Driven Exchange
Platforms, where not only the Bid & Ask Orders of Buyers and Sellers are being filled
orderly, but the Specialist also regulates, stabilizes, and drives the market based on an
Algorithm using own Shares / Stocks and Capital from the Specialist Stock and
Liquidity Float to prevent Short-selling and price manipulation or bigger Price volatility
in the market, keeping the prices and market stable and stably growing in favor of the
Investors, as well as the Company behind the Stock and the Exchange of course as well
at the same time.
(Check this link for more information:
https://www.investopedia.com/ask/answers/128.asp Nasdaq Market Maker vs. NYSE
Specialist: What's the Difference?)
And While so far All the Cryptocurrency Exchanges out there are using a NASDAQ like
Marketmaker Exchange Model as explained and the Specialist Trading Model hasn’t
been transferred and established in the crypto market yet, while this model is used by
the biggest stock markets in the world and contains several functions that are essential
for and enable and ensure a long term stable generation and growth of Value for a
token, we with FutureX have chosen to NOT do an ICO, IEO or STO (Private Pre-Listing
Offering) and to NOT get listed on a conventional DEX, CEX or Hybrid Exchange, but to
directly get publicly listed on the TKex Specialist Trading Platform for the entire
following List of fundamental gravitating Reasons as described and showing in the list
below

Pre-Listing Offerings

Classic Crypto Exchanges

Specialist Exchanges

ICO

IEO

STO

DEX

CEX

HYBRID

Specialist Exchanges

Pre - Listing/ Offering

YES

YES

YES

NO

NO

NO

NO

Publicly Listed Tokens & Coin

NO

NO

NO

YES

YES

YES

YES

Market Maker
( Bid & Ask Price Match )

NO

NO

NO

YES

YES

YES

YES

Value Assessment
Algorithm

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

YES

Reserve Liquidity Pool

NO

NO

NO

NO

MAY
BE

MAYBE

YES

Integranted Arbitrage
Profit System

NO

NO

NO

MAY
BE

MAY
BE

MAYBE

YES

Specialist Trading Algorithm

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

YES
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High Liquidity

NO

NO

NO

NO

High Volatility

YES

YES

YES

YES

Principal Shortselling &
Price / Market Manipulation
Possibility

YES

YES

YES

Pre-Disposal To Price
Volatility and Short Selling

YES

YES

Offered Futures
Contracts

NO

Full Control & Qwnership
Through own private Keys
Secured Investment
Stably growing assessed
VALUE of Asset while
PRICE can still be
chosen freely Peer to Peer

MAY
BE

MAYBE

YES

YES

YES

NO

YES

YES

YES

NO

YES

YES

YES

YES

NO

NO

NO

MAY
BE

MAY
BE

MAYBE

NO

MAY
BE

MAY
BE

MAY
BE

MAY
BE

MAY
BE

MAYBE

YES

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

YES

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

YES
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DO I RECEIVE DIVIDENDS HOLDING / HODLING THE FUTUREX TOKEN IN MY
WALLET?
Yes! By simply holding/hodling your FutureX Tokens (FXTE) in your Airwallet on the
TKEX, which is an API based integrated MetaMask Ethereum / ERC20 Wallet, you are
receiving Dividends on a quarterly basis directly delivered to your Wallet, based on the
fact that the Company FutureX Trust PTE. LTD. Based in Singapore is deploying 10% of
its generated Profits on a quarterly basis to all FutureX Token Holders. So the More
FutureX Tokens you hold/hodl and the higher your initial Investment / USD calculated
Purchase Volume has been, the higher the Dividends are you are receiving
automatically every Quarter.

IS THE FUTUREX TOKEN LISTED & TRACKED ON ETHERSCAN,
COINMARKETCAP.COM & COINGECKO.COM?
The FutureX Token (FXTE) and every transaction of it is of course Listed and tracked /
trackable on Etherscan.io since its Genesis, while its VALUE will be API based
integrated and trackable into/on Etherscan.io after it has been listed on the Specialist
Coin & Token Exchange / Trading Platform of the Kookmin Bank & its partner Company
#HASHED, as well as their own Specialist Market Coin & Token Listing Platform
Coinstock , where the FutureX Token (FXTE) s Algorithmically assessed Value, its
Market Capitalisation (based on the FutureX Token in Circulation multiplied by the
assessed value per Token), Daily Trading Volume on the Blockchain and other Data will
be listed/tracked and is then easily API based integrateable into CoinMarketCap.com &
CoinGecko.com if even necessary.
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WHAT IS THE UTILITY CASE OF THE FUTUREX TOKEN (FXTE)?
UTILITY & MARKETPLACE:
Also in the short, medium and long term future, token holders will have the opportunity
to purchase the FutureX Token (FXTE) and/or use their purchased FutureX Token (FXTE)
to purchase products, services and the technologies we bring to the international
marketplace through the FutureX Marketplace, or to use and trade the FutureX Token
as currency and exchange it into Ethereum at the TKex and all its partner exchanges or
directly into regional Fiat currencies at all worldwide crypto ATMs of our joint venture
company with Bitcoin ATM Pros and KB Kookmin Bank.

CHARITY FOUNDATION WORK OF THE FUTUREX FOUNDATION:
Based on the company’s vision of creating long-term change and a better future for
humanity and our planet, 15% of all profits of The FutureX Holding are invested entirely
on a non-profit basis in projects to build schools and provide children and families with
education, food, shelter and access to clean energy, Water supply, transportation, as
well as a bank account and a stable currency through the Blockchain and the FutureX
Token (FXTE), whose value is based on change and global impact, and the ability to use
it as a payment system or to exchange/debit the FutureX Token (FXTE) into local
currency at our ATMs. More information about our work with FutureX Holding coming
soon.
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SUMMARIZED: The Advantages and benefits for Investors of the FutureX Token
(FXTE) & the Specialist Trading Platform in comparison to other Tokens or Coins trading
on other types of Exchanges, As well as the impact generated through the Investment
into the FutureX Token at the same time:
The FutureX Token (FXTE) represents the stably functioning and growing impact driven
ecosystem FutureX whose intrinsic Value is assessed and growing based on an
algorithm with the factors including the Ethereum Price development, the size of its
community, the amounts and sizes of the transactions within the FutureX Token (FXTE)
Ecosystem on the Ethereum Blockchain, as well as the Liquidity and the Back-Up
Reserve Volume on the Specialist Exchanges the FutureX Token (FXTE) is publicly listed
and trading on. Due to the Specialist Exchange Algorithm, the intrinsic assessed value
of the FutureX Token (FXTE) is stably growing based upon the above-mentioned
factors while the prices where buyers and sellers want to trade the FutureX Token
(FXTE) at in the Wholesale Peer to Peer Section of the Exchange can still be chosen
freely, not directly influencing the intrinsic Value of the token though, preventing the
Market from Short-selling and artificial Price Course Manipulation. This enables and
ensures a lot more value stability, growth, and security for the investors, the
company/contract owner, and the exchange at the same time. As Described above
already, 50% of all Profits generated within the FutureX Ecosystem is (re-)invested into
a Portfolio of key disruptive technologies, projects, companies, as well as digital and
physical valuable assets, 15% is donated completely non-profit to Sustainable impact
projects around the world with the purpose to touch, change and inspire as many
people’s life’s as possible, as well as 10% is deployed as Dividends to all the Token
holders quarterly via ETH into all the investors AirWallets.
(For any further detailed questions/requests feel free to contact us at any time via
email to support@futurexworld.com)

REFERENCES, NUMBERS & STATISTICS:
Specialist Token Exchange TKex.me: www.tkex.me
https://etherscan.io/token/0xaaeff6c96f952fc67379dcfa1667fc32af02069b
1600+ Holders, 4500+ Transfers, Market Capitalization: $3.645.000.000 USD
Specialist Coin & Token Listing Platform CoinStock: CoinStock
Investprofi News Channel Investprofi.com/fxte
Nasdaq Market Maker vs. NYSE Specialist: What's the Difference?
https://www.investopedia.com/ask/answers/128.asp
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THANK YOU!

